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How does genome evolution affect the rate of diversification of
biological lineages? Recent studies have suggested that the overall
rate of genome evolution is correlated with the rate of diversifica-
tion. If true, this claimhas important consequences forunderstanding
the process of diversification, and implications for the use of DNA
sequence data to reconstruct evolutionary history. However, the
generality and cause of this relationship have not been established.
Here, we test the relationship between the rate of molecular
evolution and net diversification with a 19-gene, 17-kb DNA se-
quence dataset from 64 families of birds. We show that rates of
molecular evolution are positively correlated to net diversification in
birds. Using a 7.6-kb dataset of protein-coding DNA, we show that
the synonymous substitution rate, and therefore the mutation rate,
is correlated to net diversification. Further analysis shows that the
link between mutation rates and net diversification is unlikely to be
the indirect result of correlationswith life-history variables that may
influence both quantities, suggesting that there might be a causal
link between mutation rates and net diversification.

avian | speciation | divergence | reproductive isolation | hybrid
incompatibility

Diversification is the net result of the addition of species
by speciation and the removal of species by extinction.

Understanding the causes and consequences of diversification
is central to evolutionary biology. Correlations between diversi-
fication, life history, and ecology are becoming increasingly well
understood (e.g., refs. 1–4). However, the link between di-
versification and the rate of molecular evolution is still debated,
with much of the attention focused on the role speciation plays in
driving genetic change (5–13). Changes to specific genes have
been linked to the development of reproductive isolation during
species formation, and in some cases such genes have been
shown to be under strong positive selection (reviewed in refs. 14
and 15). However, there is a growing body of evidence showing
that diversification correlates positively with rates of DNA se-
quence evolution in “house-keeping” genes, which are associated
with basic metabolic functions and, therefore, not expected to be
directly involved in the process of diversification. These results
raise the possibility that there is a general association between
diversification and rates of genomic change.
Previous studies have noted that clades of flowering plants con-

taining more species tend to have longer molecular branch lengths
(6, 11), and that path lengths on molecular phylogenies from
a range of taxa tend to be positively correlated to the number of
nodes through which they pass (16). These results suggest that net
diversification—the balance between speciation and extinction
rates that gave rise to the extant diversity—is somehow linked to
rates of DNA change over time.
One hypothesis put forward to explain the correlation between

rates of molecular evolution and net diversification is that the pro-
cess of speciation increases the rate of molecular evolution (10, 16).
This hypothesis is based on the assumption that speciation is often
associated with factors that have the potential to increase the rate of
molecular evolution, such as adaptation to new environments and
transient reductions in population size (reviewed in ref. 10). For
example, if speciation occurs by the subdivision of populations, then
lineages that speciate more frequently may have lower average
population sizes. Because nonneutral substitution rates tend to be

higher in smaller populations (17), lineages with high speciation
rates might also have higher overall substitution rates.
However, there are other possible causal links between rates of

molecular evolution and net diversification. For example, higher
rates of molecular evolution may drive increases in net diver-
sification if they cause increased speciation rates or decreased ex-
tinction rates. Both theory and empirical data suggest that speciation
can occur more quickly in lineages with higher mutation rates
if the development of reproductive isolation is mutation rate-
dependent (18, 19). It has also been suggested that mutation rate is
a key factor influencing extinction risk through the maintenance of
genetic variation in populations (e.g., ref. 20). If this is the case, then
higher mutation rates could be associated with decreased extinction
rates, and thus with higher diversification rates.
Finally, rather than there being a direct causal relationship between

rates of molecular evolution and net diversification, the correlation
between the twomay be caused by a third factor that influences both.
For example, a previous study of plants suggested that environmental
energydrivesboth ratesofmolecular evolutionandnetdiversification,
but that there is no direct link between the two (6).
Distinguishing between these hypotheses has important impli-

cations for understanding the roles of genetic change and pop-
ulation isolation in diversification, and in understanding the
mechanistic basis of the correlation between diversification and the
rate of molecular evolution. Previous studies have not been suffi-
cient to determine the generality of the relationship between mo-
lecular change and diversification, nor have they tested the possible
causes of this relationship. In addition, some studies have been
criticized for failing to account for possible sources of error, such
as the node-density effect, which could cause a spurious relation-
ship between rates of molecular evolution and net diversification
(5, 7, 12). It is therefore important that the relationship between
rates of molecular evolution and net diversification is tested sys-
tematically on large datasets using methods that can detect the
signatures of different evolutionary processes.
In this study, we use a sister-pairs approach to examine the rela-

tionships between rates of molecular evolution, net diversification,
and life-history traits in birds. Each sister pair comprises two families
of birds that share a common ancestor to the exclusion of all other
families in the dataset (Fig. 1). By definition, each of the two lineages
of the sister pair originated at the same time, so they have had the
same amount of time to accumulate genetic differences or to accu-
mulate species through the net effects of speciation and extinction.
Therefore, any difference in the amount of molecular change accu-
mulated along each lineage of the sister pair represents a difference
in the rate of molecular evolution, and any difference in the species
richness of these two sister lineages represents a difference in net
diversification (6, 21). Phylogenetically independent sister pairs
represent separate evolutionary instances of the association between
molecular rates and net diversification, so we can use them as
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datapoints in a statistical analysis to test for an association between
molecular rates, net diversification, and life-history traits (22).
Using a large DNA sequence dataset (23) and estimates of the

numberof taxonomic species in families of birds (24, 25),we provide
evidence for a positive relationship between the rate of molecular
evolution and net diversification in families of birds. We use addi-
tional analyses of 17 nuclear protein-coding sequences and esti-
mates of avian life-history characteristics to test hypothesized causes
of the association between rates of molecular evolution and net
diversification. By demonstrating a link between synonymous sub-
stitution rates and species richness in bird families, our results sug-
gest that the link between molecular rates and net diversification
in birds is mediated by the mutation rate. The results of further
analyses show that variation in life-history traits cannot explain the
observed correlations between molecular rates and net di-
versification, suggesting that higher genomic mutation rates may
play a causal role in increasing thenet diversificationofbird families.

Results
There Is Significant Variation in Substitution Rates Among Bird
Lineages. Fig. 1 shows that rates of molecular evolution vary
even between closely related families of birds. For example, the

ducks and allies (Anatidae) have molecular branch lengths more
than twice as long as their sister family, the magpie goose
(Anseranatidae) (Fig. 1), demonstrating a higher substitution rate
in the duck lineage. We tested for the significance of the variation
in rates of molecular evolution by comparing the likelihood of a
molecular-clock model to that of a model in which rates of mo-
lecular evolution were free to vary among branches using the
likelihood ratio test (Methods). We found highly significant vari-
ation in substitution rates for all partitions (introns, exons, and
UTRs) and all measures of rates [total branch length, dN (non-
synonymous substitution rate) and dS (synonymous substitution
rate)] used in this study (likelihood ratio test P value <1 × 10−100;
see SI Text and Table S1 for full details). The branch-length esti-
mates used in this study aremuch less than one substitution per site
for all types of substitutionmeasured (i.e., total, dN, and dS branch
lengths), suggesting that substitutional saturation is unlikely to
have limited our ability to accurately infer rates of molecular
evolution (see SI Text and Figs. S1 and S2 for full details).

Net Diversification Is Positively Associated with Rates of Molecular
Evolution in Birds. We measured clade size (the number of taxo-
nomic species in each family) and molecular branch lengths for 64

A B C

Fig. 1. Molecular phylogenies of the 32phylogenetically independentpairs of families used in this analysis. The commonnameofeach family and thenumberof
species in that family (24, 25) are shown. Branch lengths used in the analysis are shown in bold. Branch lengths are proportional to (A) the total number
of substitutions measured from the 17.5-kb dataset; (B) the number of nonsynonymous substitutions (dN) measured from the 7.5-kb protein-coding dataset;
(C) the number of synonymous substitutions (dS) measured from the 7.5-kb protein-coding dataset.
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bird families, which fall into 32 sister pairs (Fig. 1, andDataset S1).
We used these measures to calculate the difference in net di-
versification and the difference in the rate of molecular evolution
between the two lineages of each sister pair (Methods). Each sister
pair thus contributes a single datapoint to the analysis. Molecular
branch lengths were estimated from a 19-gene, 17-kb partitioned
supermatrix of introns, exons, andUTRs. These genes are sampled
from across the genome, with loci from 15 of the 40 avian chro-
mosomes (as assessed by homology to the chicken genome). To
avoid the node-density effect, we deleted lineages so as to equalize
the number of representatives per family (one species per family in
all but two sister pairs) (Fig. 1). Linear regressions through the
origin (21, 26, 27) reveal a significant positive association between
differences in net diversification and differences in overall sub-
stitution rate (P=0.015, r2 = 0.18) (Fig. 1A and Fig. S5), indicative
of a significant positive association between net diversification and
rates of molecular evolution.

Net Diversification Is Associated with dN and dS but Not dN/dS. We
used 7.6 kb of DNA data from 17 protein-coding genes to estimate
differences in dN, dS, andω (dN/dS) for each sister pair of families in
our dataset (Dataset S1) (Methods). Because dS estimates the
number of “silent” substitutions that do not change the amino acid
sequence, it will be predominantly influenced by the mutation rate
(28);dNestimates thenumberof substitutions that change theamino
acid sequence, which is likely to include both neutral and nearly
neutral changes. Because of this, dN is expected to be influenced
bothby themutation rate andbypopulation size (17).Therefore,ω is
expected to be influenced by selection and effective population size,
but not themutation rate. Using linear regressions through zero (21,
26, 27), we found significant positive relationships between dN and
net diversification (P = 0.007, r2 = 0.23) (Fig. 1B and Fig. S5) and
betweendSandnetdiversification (P=0.010, r2=0.19) (Fig. 1Cand
Fig. S5).However,we foundnoevidenceof anassociationbetweenω
and net diversification (P= 0.215, r2 = 0.05) (Fig. S5).

Body Size, Age at First Breeding, and Sexual Dichromatism Are Not
Associated with Either Net Diversification or Rates of Molecular
Evolution.Using linear regressions forced through zero (21, 26, 27),
we found no significant associations between life-history traits
(body size, age at first breeding, and sexual dichromatism) and net
diversification, or between life-history traits and rates of molecular
evolution (overall substitution rate, dS, dN, and ω) (Table S2 and
Dataset S1). Full details of all of these analyses are presented in the
SI Text.

Discussion
The results of this study show that rates of molecular evolution are
significantly associated with net diversification (i.e., number of
extant taxonomic species accrued since the origin of a clade) in
families of birds (Fig. 1). These results are in accordance with
previous studies of a range of other taxa, which have found sig-
nificant correlations between rates of molecular evolution and net
diversification (6, 9–11, 16).

Net Diversification Is Linked to Mutation Rate in Birds. Our analyses
of dN (Fig. 1B) and dS (Fig. 1C) in relation to net diversification
allow us to make some inference as to the possible mechanism
behind the observed links between net diversification and rates of
molecular evolution in birds. Synonymous mutations tend to have
very small selective effects (of the order of 1 × 10−6) (reviewed in
ref. 29), and so are expected to behave as neutral mutations in
lineages with effective population sizes smaller than about 106

(28, 30). Estimates of the effective population sizes of bird line-
ages vary, but the majority of estimates are at least an order of
magnitude smaller than 106 (30–35). This finding suggests that the
vast majority of synonymous mutations will behave as neutral
mutations in bird lineages. The neutral substitution rate is driven

solely by the rate at which neutral mutations are generated (28).
Therefore, if synonymous mutations behave neutrally, differences
in the synonymous substitution rate (dS) will be driven solely by
differences in the underlying genomic mutation rate (28, 30). The
significant association between dS and net diversification there-
fore suggests an association between mutation rates and diversi-
fication in birds. Increases in themutation rate are also expected to
increase the nonsynonymous substitution rate (36), so a link be-
tween mutation rate and net diversification may also explain the
significant association between dN and net diversification (Fig. 1B).
Mutation rate could have a positive influence on net diver-

sification if lineages with higher mutation rates are less likely to go
extinct, more likely to speciate, or both. It is possible that higher
mutation rates could be associated with lower extinction probabil-
ities if increased mutation rates lead to the generation of a greater
number of beneficial mutations (e.g., ref. 37), and thus allow more
rapid adaptation, but the extent towhich this would affect extinction
rates in birds is questionable. A more likely hypothesis is that mu-
tation rate could have a positive impact on the net speciation rate
through themore rapid generation of differences betweendiverging
lineages (e.g., refs. 38 and 39). These differences may cause ob-
servable differences between lineages, leading to recognition of a
greater number of taxonomic species. Alternatively, a higher mu-
tation rate could drive the evolution of new species by generating
genetic differences that lead to hybrid incompatibility between lin-
eages, whether or not these changes result in observable phenotypic
differences.
When a population is subdivided, so that any mutation that

arises in one population cannot be inherited by a member of the
other population, the descendent populations will accumulate
substitutions independently of one another. The two isolated sub-
populations will gradually diverge, and eventually may become so
different that they are unable to reproduce, either through the
acquisition of phenotypic differences that create prezygotic re-
productive isolation, or through the acquisition of genomic dif-
ferences which create postzygotic reproductive isolation (or both).
Previous studies in birds have shown that hybrid fitness is inversely
proportional to the genetic distance between the hybrid’s parents
(19, 40, 41), and similar results have been reported in flies (42, 43),
butterflies andmoths (44), and frogs (45).Whatever the underlying
cause of reproductive isolation, a higher rate of mutation would
provide a greater amount of raw material for both drift and selec-
tion, and so could accelerate the development of separate species
from two diverging populations (18).

Indirect Links with Life History Do Not Explain the Correlation
Between Molecular Rates and Net Diversification. An indirect link
betweenmolecular rates and net diversification could arise if factors
that correlate with substitution rates also scale with species richness
of clades. There are a large number of factors that can affect muta-
tion and substitution rates, leading to complex patterns of variation
in the rateofmolecular evolutionbetween species (46).Comparative
analyses have led to the detection of systematic patterns in the way
that the rate of molecular evolution varies between species. For ex-
ample, somestudieshave shown that ratesofmolecular evolutionare
related to body size and generation time in birds (47, 48). This gen-
eration time effect has been noted in a number of other taxa and is
generally attributed to the influence of copy errors on the rate of
molecular evolution (47, 49–51). It has also been suggested that
families of birds with small body size or short generation times have
higher net diversification (2, 52), although other studies have failed
tofind evidence for this link (e.g., refs. 3 and 53).Wehave shown that
for our data, family-averaged values of age at first breeding or body
size do not explain the observed variation in rate of molecular evo-
lution, nor do they scale with net diversification (Results). These
findings suggest that variation in body size and generation time
cannotexplain the linksbetween ratesofmolecular evolutionandnet
diversification observed here.
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Net diversification in birds has been associated with a number
of other traits, such as latitude, sexual dimorphism, geographic
range size, dispersal, and feeding ecology, so it is pertinent to ask
whether any of these could influence rates of molecular evolution.
Some studies have shown that rates of avian diversification are
higher at lower latitudes (4, 54, 55, but see ref. 56), but there is
currently no evidence for a latitudinal gradient in rates of avian
molecular evolution (57), although such a link has been suggested
for other taxa (58, 59) and warrants further investigation.
Some studies have found that indicators of the strength of sexual

selection are correlatedwith net diversification in birds (55, 60, 61),
although other studies have found no evidence for this correlation
(2, 62). It is possible that stronger sexual selection could also in-
crease rates of molecular evolution through “male-driven evolu-
tion” (63). Males in species with multiple mating and strong sexual
selection may need to produce more sperm. Because sperm are
produced by continuous division of germ-line cells, the average
number of cell divisions per sperm cell increases themore sperm is
produced. Because mutations accumulate in the germ line with
every copy, the increase in average number of cell divisions in the
germ line of males that produce a lot of sperm could result in
a higher neutral substitution rate (64). Thus, it is possible that
sexual selection coulddrive increases in bothnet diversificationand
mutation rates, which could produce correlations such as those
observed in this study. Sexual dichromatism is sometimesusedas an
indicator of the strength of sexual selection in bird taxa (e.g., ref.
60). However, we do not find a significant association between the
proportionof species in a family that showsexual dichromatismand
either molecular rates or net diversification (Results). This finding
suggests that sexual selection cannot explain the links between rates
of molecular evolution and net diversification observed here.
Several studies have connected geographic range size with net

diversification in birds, but the direction of the relationship varies
between studies (2, 55, 65, 66). Geographic range size could in-
fluence the effective population size of bird lineages, and so could
also influence dN and ω (17). Similarly, dispersal rate could in-
fluence the effective population size. However, although these
mechanisms could explain the observed correlation between dN and
net diversification, they are unlikely to explain the observed corre-
lation between dS and net diversification, as there is no obvious link
between range size or dispersal rate and the mutation rate.
Feeding ecology has been linked to net diversification in birds

(2), but we are unaware of any potential links between feeding
ecology and mutation rates. Feeding ecology could potentially
correlate withmetabolic rate in birds (e.g., refs. 67 and 68), and the
latter has been proposed as a driver of mutation rate (69, 70).
However, studies that have examinedmultiple life-history variables
have found no significant association between metabolic rate and
rate of molecular evolution beyond its covariance with other life-
history variables, such as body size, generation time, and longevity
in birds (47, 71) and other animals (50, 71, 72).

Net Diversification and Effective Population Size. Some previous
studies have explained the correlation between rates of molecular
evolution and diversification as being primarily the result of pop-
ulation subdivision associated with speciation events (9, 10, 16). It
has been proposed that speciation will often be accompanied by
a reduction in population size, for example if a population is di-
vided by some barrier to gene flow. If this is the case, then a lineage
that has a higher speciation rate will undergo population size
reductions more frequently, and this might lead to a lower long-
term effective population size.
Reductions in effective population size (Ne) are expected to

increase the fixation rate of nearly neutral mutations (those
mutations with selective coefficients close to the reciprocal of Ne)
across the genome (17, 73, 74). Because the proportion of nearly
neutral mutations is expected to be higher for nonsynonymous
than for synonymous mutations, reductions in Ne are expected to

increase ω (17, 75). Despite the large size of our dataset (over 7.5-
kb of protein-coding data), we do not find any evidence of a re-
lationship between net diversification and ω (Results).
There are several possibleexplanations for the lackof evidence for

a relationship between ω and net diversification in the present study:
(i) diversification in birds is not significantly associated with reduc-
tions inNe (40); (ii) diversification in birds does influenceNe but the
effect of this on ω is overshadowed by other processes, such as pe-
riodic fluctuations in population size associated with environmental
factors (e.g., refs. 76 and 77); (iii) diversification does influence Ne
but the effect is too small to be detected here, or difficulties in esti-
mating ω mask any signal (78–81). The results of the present study
are not sufficient to distinguish between these possibilities; however,
we note that previous studies have reported significant relationships
between Ne and ω (e.g., ref. 82), even when ω is measured from
relatively small amounts of data (e.g., refs. 83 and 84).

Conclusions
We have demonstrated a significant correlation between genome-
wide rates of molecular evolution and the number of species in
families of birds. This correlation holds when rates of molecular
evolution are measured from only nonsynonymous or synonymous
substitutions. Examination of our results suggests that the best ex-
planation of the link between substitution rates and net di-
versification is that mutation rates influence the diversification of
bird lineages. Clearly, the observation of a relationship between
mutation rate and net diversification does not provide a full expla-
nation of the process of diversification. For example, it was recently
suggested that rates of diversification are partly determined by the
rate of occurrence of rare events, such as the formation of isolating
barriers between populations (85). The results of this study are not
inconsistent with these mechanisms, but suggest that, once isolated,
the probability of two populations diverging to become separate
speciesmay be partly determined by the underlyingmutation rates in
those populations. This theory raises the possibility that rate of
molecular evolution could play a role in generating the variation in
species richness among clades of birds (86), and provides a tantaliz-
ing insight into the accumulation of genetic differences between
diversifying lineages.

Methods
Data. Weremoved the crocodylianoutgroups fromHackett etal.’s (23) 52,383-bp
alignment. We then created separate intron, exon, and UTR alignments, ex-
cluding the 4-bp exon 7 of TPM1, and all annotated inversions (as in ref. 23). To
remove uncertain regions of the noncoding alignments, we used GBlocks (87)
with thefollowingparameters:minimumsequencesfor conserved/flankposition:
86;maximumcontiguous nonconserved positions: 10;minimumblock length: 10;
allowgappositions:with half. All alignmentswere checked by eye. Thefinal 169-
taxon, 17,438-bp alignment consisted of 7,560-bp exonic, 9,146-bp intronic, and
729-bp UTR DNA. Data and alignments are available from the authors.

Sister Pairs. Each tip on the published tree (23) was labeled at the family level
following Sibley and Monroe (24, 25). This tree contained 111 out of 146 bird
families (86%), with many families represented by more than one sequence.
Phylogenetically independent sister pairs of families were chosen according to
two criteria: (i) we chose only families whose representatives were mono-
phyletic in our tree; (ii) each sister pair had to form a monophyletic pair to the
exclusion of all other families in the tree. This process resulted in 32 phyloge-
netically independent sister pairs being selected (Fig. 1). Each sister pair com-
prises two families that share a common ancestor to the exclusion of all other
families in thedataset, sohavebydefinitionhavehadequal amounts of time to
accrue substitutions and undergo diversification. The number of taxonomic
species in each familywas determined from Sibley andMonroe (24, 25) (Fig. 1).

To avoid the node-density effect in subsequent branch-length estimation,
we equalized thenumber of sequences representing each family of a sister pair
by randomly deleting sequences from the family with more sequences. This
procedure affected only 10 of the 32 sister pairs in the analysis, and will not
produce any biases in the resulting data, as sequences were deleted without
reference to their underlying rate of molecular evolution or clade size. This
procedure resulted in 30 sister pairs in which each family was represented by
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a single sequence, and a further two sister pairs in which each family was
represented by two sequences (Fig. 1).

Life-History Traits. We collected published family-level averages of life-history
data for as many of the families in our dataset as possible (Dataset S1). Data
were collected for three life-history traits: body size (2), proportion of species
in a family known to show sexual dichromatism (2), and age at first breeding
(88). These traits were identified as potential correlates of both substitution
rates and net diversification (Discussion), and have been included in studies of
net diversification in birds (2, 3, 60, 88).

Molecular-Clock Tests. We tested for rate variation in the sequence data by
comparing the likelihoods of a free-ratesmodel (where each branchof the tree
can take a different rate of evolution) to those of a molecular-clock model
(whereallbranchesofthetreeshareasinglerateofevolution),onthephylogeny
shown in Fig. 1. All molecular-clock tests were implemented in HyPhy v2.0 (89).
Tests were performed on all data partitions (introns, exons, and UTRs) and on
all measurements of substitution rate. We assessed the significance of the
difference in likelihoods between models using the likelihood ratio test. Full
details of these tests are given in the SI Text.

Total Branch-Length Estimation. Maximum-likelihood branch lengths were
calculatedusingRAxML(90)onthephylogeny shown inFig. 1,which is apruned
version of the phylogenetic tree from Hackett et al. (23). The data were sepa-
rated intofive partitions:first, second, and third codon sites, introns, andUTRs,
and with each partition assigned a separate GTR+I+Γ substitution model.
Branch lengths for each pair of familieswere then extracted from the resultant
tree. For the four cases (representing two sister pairs) in which a family had
more than one sequence in the alignment, the average branch length was
calculated following the method of Barraclough and Savolainen (11).

Estimation of dN and dS.Wecalculatednonsynonymous (dN) and synonymous
(dS) branch lengths from the 7,560-bp exonic alignment (see above) using two
methods. First, we used CODEML4.1 (91), with codon frequencies estimated
from the data (codonFreq = 2) and a separate dN/dS (ω) estimated for each
branch of the tree (model = 1), and the tree fixed to the phylogeny in Fig. 1.
Second, we used HyPhy v. 2.0 (89), using the MG94 model of codon evolution
(92) with codon frequencies estimated from the data in a 3 × 4matrix (i.e., the
frequencies of each of the four bases was estimated for each of the three
codon positions, and codon frequencies were estimated from that matrix).
The MG94 model can be paired with any model of sequence evolution from
the general time-reversible family (i.e., any special case of the GTR model).
There are 203 such models, and we chose the most appropriate model using
a custom written HyPhy batch-file (93), which fits all possible models to the
data and chooses the best model using the Akaike Information Criterion. The
selected model had four parameters, representing a special case of the GTR

model in which θAC = θGT and θAG = θCT. This model can be described by the
following notation in HyPhy v2.0: MG94_3 × 4_012310. Family-average dN and
dS branch lengths were calculated as above, and ωwas calculated as the ratio of
family-average dN to dS (Dataset S1). Both CODEML and HyPhy gave identical
results with respect to testing correlations with net diversification. Because the
models implemented in HyPhy give significantly higher likelihoods than those
implemented in CODEML, we report those here.

Statistics. Molecular branch lengths, clade sizes, and life-history data were
gathered for 64 families ofbirds,which fall into 32monophyletic sisterpairs (Fig.
1), where sister-pair relationships were determined using the most compre-
hensive recent phylogeny of avian taxa (23). For each sister pair, we calculated
the difference in each variable between the two families of that sister pair (e.g.,
the difference in the branch lengths leading toHoneyguides andWoodpeckers)
(Fig. 1). Because the two families of each sister pair are by definition the same
age, each family has had the sameamount of time to accrue substitutions. Thus,
differences in families’ branch lengths within a given sister pair reveal differ-
ences in rates of molecular evolution (e.g., the branch leading to the Wood-
peckers is longer than the corresponding branch leading to theHoneyguides, so
theWoodpeckers havehad a greater net rate ofmolecular evolution). Similarly,
differences in clade size represent differences in net diversification (e.g., the
Woodpeckers have accumulated 216 species since they diverged from their
common ancestor with the Honeyguides, who have accumulated only 17 spe-
cies in the same time).We tested for associations between variables using linear
regressions through the origin (94) of the differences in molecular branch
lengths, clade-size, and life-history traits calculated from each sister pair (fol-
lowing the sister-pairsmethod, as described in ref. 22). Differences in clade size,
molecular branch lengths, ω, body size, and age at first breeding were calcu-
lated as ln(B1) − ln(B2), where Bi represents the variable of interest for family i.
Differences in sexual dichromatism were calculated without log transforma-
tion, because our measure of sexual dichromatism is a proportion, and log
transformations are thus not appropriate. Diagnostic tests showed that these
transformations were appropriate for removing phylogenetic signal from the
data (27). We standardized all differences following the recommendations of
Garland et al. (26) andWelch andWaxman (21). These standardizations serve to
account for the potential confounding effects of the different amounts of time
that sister pairs have had to diverge. Diagnostic tests showed that all stan-
dardized differences met the assumptions of the linear regression (21, 26, 27).
Full explanations and results of these diagnostic tests, as well as details of the
standardization factors used, are given in the SI Text and Figs. S3 and S4.
We also performed all statistical tests on nonstandardized data, and the results
do not differ.
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